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Sustainability and
accreditations

We are a brand born from a 50-year heritage
of creating inspirational working and learning
environments. We’ve combined our life-long
passion for design together with our experience
and knowledge to create AllSfär, a brand with a
clear mission dedicated to creating innovative,
design-led, products that improve comfort, provide
for different personality and task styles and
promote wellbeing to make people feel better.
Sustainability is a key driver for everything we do.
We design and make products that have a minimal
impact on our planet, that are sustainable and do
not end up in landfill.
Made from 60% recycled PET felt
No Formaldehyde binders
LOW VOCs
100% recyclable at end of product life

“ We are dedicatedto
creating innovative,
design-led acoustic
solutions that
promote wellbeing,
happiness, and
success.”
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NEW
COLOUR
RANGE

We take inspiration for our products and
colours from nature and have introduced
a new range of exciting and unique birdinspired colours. As humans we have an
innate desire to connect with nature and
there’s increasing evidence showing that
this is vital for our wellbeing and happiness.
We want to make it as easy as possible for
architects, interior designers and specifiers
to include elements of biophilic design in
their projects and our bird-inspired colour
range is an innovative and easy way of
connecting the built environment to nature.
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Diffuse Acoustic
Screens
Diffuse acoustic screens combine design aesthetics
with acoustic practicality to increase comfort and
wellbeing in the workplace.
Flexible, modular design
Defines different spaces, creating a space within a space
Unique curved ridge design enhances acoustic properties
Available as straight, curved and corner screen options
Choice of height and widths
Creative solution for social distancing

PRIVACY AND PEACE
REDEFINED
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Öra Acoustic
Surfaces

Making
Quiet
Beautiful

Öra is our range of acoustic felt wall coverings
designed with creativity and flexibility in mind.
Huge choice of landscapes, patterns and abstract
murals for statement walls
Innovative finishes including V cut, dual colour,
fabric-wrapped and tile options
Available in 12mm and 24mm thickness
Bespoke designs and printing to reflect client
culture and branding
Innovative way of introducing biophilic design
elements to the built environment
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TYG
Create immediate visual impact with
Tyg fabric-wrapped acoustic wall panels.
Tyg delivers colour, texture and a little
creative magic to any space.
Available as 12mm, 25mm or 50mm PET felt panels
Can be wrapped with the fabric of your choice including
Camira fabrics
Can be cut to a variety of shapes and sizes
Provide interior designers, architects and specifiers the
ability to match existing furniture and upholstered seating
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Lull Acoustic
Screens
Lull suspended acoustic screens allow
designers and architects to define
different zones within open-plan spaces
allowing people choice and flexibility over
where they work, depending on the task
and their personality style.
Easily hung to ceilings creating quiet, private zones
ideal for focused work
Provide an element of visual interest, texture and
creativity to office spaces
Feature a range of designs including geometric,
biophilic and bespoke options
Ideal solution for social distancing and efficient
space organisation
Reduce reverberation across open-plan, flexible
and co-working spaces
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Acoustic Zoning
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Acoustic Art
We’ve teamed up with abstract artist
Swarez on a truly unique and dynamic
range of acoustic art panels that will
give any workplace the ’WOW’ factor.
Access to ten exclusive works of art by
abstract artist Swarez
Class A acoustic rating
Available in a range of sizes and colour
palettes
Affordable way to include unique art in
into built environments

Creative
Acoustics
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ELEVATING
ACOUSTICS

Acoustic Ceilings

Range includes suspended acoustic ceiling baffles,
acoustic rafts and acoustic lattices

Designs include simple shapes, patterns and biophilic
elements to more complex lattice designs for truly
stunning acoustic ceilings

Ceilings play an important role in managing
acoustics but they are often left behind
when it comes to creativity. We have
designed an exciting range of acoustic
ceiling treatments that are not only
functional but are visually exciting too.

Printed options available for projects that want the
look of hard surfaces such as wood and concrete
whilst improving reverberation
Easily retro-fitted to existing ceilings
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Acoustic
ADDITIONS

Acoustic Additions is a range of innovative
acoustic products that make managing
reverberation and noise as easy as possible,
in any space.
Arc Desk Screens
Orbit Floor Standing Screens
Eclipse Acoustic Lighting
Grove Acoustic Trees
Can be personalised, printed, V cut and fabric-wrapped
to ensure there’s an option to match any colour palette,
brand identity and design
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Made from 60% recycled PET felt
No Formaldehyde binders
LOW VOCs
100% recyclable at end of product life
All Diffuse Screens pass BS 5852:
2006 Clause12, Ignition Source 5 (Crib 5)
Fire Rating EN13501-1:2007+a1:2009 B, s1, d0 ASTME84-16-Class A
REACH: Pass
Shortlisted for Mix Interiors Mixology Awards
Quiet Mark certified products

Delivering
Creativity,
Quality and
Sustainability
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Head Office and Showroom
Ebury House • Moor Lane Crossing
Watford • WD18 9QN
+44 (0)20 3889 9888 • hello@allsfar.com

www.allsfar.com
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